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Abstract - Set, check and Go to have safe and happy drive.
In this project, we proposed that bike system to check
whether the rider wears the helmet or not then after only it
will start to go else it won’t start. This project is developed
under the safety precaution for the people to value human
being’s life. The helmet has in built sensor like alcohol
sensor, touch sensor, IR sensor and etc. These are used to
send the information that all are ok and the start signal is
transmitted to receiver which is located at bike. After
receiving the start signal then only the bike starts else it will
wait for the signal. The RF transmitter and receiver is used
here to communicate between helmet and bike. Our system
will set everything first then check the requirement to start
the bike. A vibration sensor is placed in bike which is detects
the accident to make an alert to rider.

Key Words: Helmet, Accelerometer Sensor, Alcohol
Sensor, Push button, Vibration Sensor, IR Sensor,
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1. INTRODUCTION
Every year in India a many number of deaths occur due to
road accidents. Drivers on two-wheeler contribute
significantly to these numbers. In a large number of two
wheeler accidents, deaths occur because no preventive
actions have been taken by the driver or those sitting in the
two-wheeler. As greater risk is involved in riding a two
wheeler therefore, it becomes compulsory to use protective
guard while riding two-wheeler. In our paper we propose
one such security systems that make it mandatory for the
user to wear a helmet before riding a two wheeler. This
system reduces the death during an accident. We also take
into consideration a prototype that has been developed for
motor cycle riders. Now a day there has been increased the
total number of deaths that occur due to road accidents in
the last 10 years. Fast driving, ignoring the traffic rules and
absence of wearing shield have been some of the most
important reasons for these deaths. The driver must have a
some defense in case any accident occurs. A survey
performed in India confirmed that there were a total of 1, 34,
513 deaths due to road accidents in India in the year 2015.
The number increased to 1, 42, and 485 in the year 2011.So
we reduced the total number of accidents in India and save
many human’s life. . In our paper we propose one such
security systems that make it mandatory for the user to wear
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a helmet before riding a two wheeler. People will be
obedient to follow the driving rules.

2. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
2.1 Helmet
The helmet was a normal driving helmet that had been
instilled with two push buttons to sense if the driver wear a
helmet or not. When the driver doesn't wear the helmet
correctly the vehicle won't start .In that helmet build with the
alcohol sensor and IR sensor, when the alcohol sensor detect
the alcohol smell when the driver drunk the alcohol or not. If
the driver drunk the alcohol the sensor will identify the smell
and stop the vehicle or else it won't start the vehicle. When
the IR sensor will identify the driver wear the helmet lock
properly or not. If the driver didn't wear the helmet lock
properly the bike will not start. The helmet was not a normal
driving helmet that had been instilled with 2 sensors and one
push button that were connected an micro controller board
in fig1. This development board also had a wireless
receiver/transmitter attached to it helmet. The Atmega16
was the brain of this section of the setup and was concerned
with the transmission of messages to the receiver part as
soon as the helmet is worn by a human being. A MAX-233 IC
is used for conversion of data to RS-235 protocol.

Fig -1: Helmet connected with sensor
The helmet is inserted into two push buttons. If the driver
wear the helmet and touch the push button inside the helmet
then only the push button signal send to the microcontroller.
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2.2 Alcohol Sensor

An alcohol sensor detects the smell of alcohol gas in the air
and an analog voltage is an output reading with the input
voltage. The sensor can activate at temperatures ranging
from -10 to 50° C with a power supply is less than 150 Ma to
5V and gives signal to micro controller. The sensing range is
from 0.04 mg/L to 4 mg/L, which is suitable for breathalyzers
with analysis into them.
Fig -3: IR sensor
An infrared sensor is an electronic instrument device
which is used to sense the certain characteristics of its
surroundings by either emitting and/or detecting infrared
radiation with the transmitter and receiver. Infrared sensors
are also capable of measuring the heat being emitted by an
object and detecting motion. All objects with a temperature
above absolute zero emit heat energy in the form of radiation
and the signal to the microcontroller. They work entirely by
detecting the energy given off by other objects with the
system.

Fig -2: Alcohol sensor
The MQ-135 Alcohol sensor senses the gases like ammonia
nitrogen, oxygen, alcohols, aromatic compounds, sulfide and
smoke with the alcohol sensors. The boost converter of the
chip MQ-3 alcohol sensor is PT1301. The operating voltage of
this gas sensor is from 2.5V to 5.0V. The MQ-3 gas sensor has
a lower conductivity to clean the air as a alcohol sensing
material. In the atmosphere we can find polluting gases, but
the conductivity of alcohol sensor increases as the
concentration of polluting gas increases. MQ-135 alcohol
sensor can be implementation to detect the harmful purpose.
It has potential to detect different harmful gases. The MQ-135
alcohol sensor is low cost to purchase. The basic image of the
MQ-135 alcohol sensor is shown in the above figure. This
alcohol sensor is suitable for detecting the alcohol
concentration on your breath, just like your common
breathalyzer. It has a high sensitivity and fast response time.
Sensor provides an output based on alcohol concentration.
The drive is very simple; all it needs is one resistor. A simple
interface could be a 0-3.3V ADC. The alcohol sensor is easy to
identify the alcohol smell and send the signal to the
microcontroller. When the driver drunk the alcohol they will
not start and didn’t send the signal to the microcontroller.
2.3 IR Sensor
An Infrared (IR) sensor is used to detect the skin in front
of the helmet or to differentiate between the configurations of
the sensor. The picture shown is a very simple black box
model of the IR Sensor. The sensor emits will identity the
user wear the helmet lock properly gives a signal when it
detects the sensor. An IR sensor consists of an emitter,
detector and associated circuitry with the helmet. The circuit
required to make an IR sensor consists of two parts; the
transmitter circuit and the receiver circuit.The transmitter is
simply a capture a signal and the detector is simply an IR
photo diode which is sensitive to IR sensor of the same
wavelength as that transmitted by the IR LED.
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2.4 Push Button
The helmet is inserted into two push buttons. If the driver
wear the helmet and touch the push button inside the helmet
then only the push button signal send to the microcontroller.

Fig -4: Push button
Transmitter receives the signal from the microcontroller and
gives the input into digital form. When this push button is
helps to identify the driver for wearing helmet. This is
mainly used for save the many people’s life in our country.
Crystal oscillator is send the input the microcontroller and
output comes into the digital form with USART
communication.

2.5 Microcontroller
PIC microcontrollers are a family of many specialized
microcontroller chips that are produced by Microchip
Technology in Chandler, Arizona. The PIC stands for
peripheral interface controller. A microcontroller is a
compact microcomputer designed to govern the operation of
embedded systems. The PIC microcontrollers appeal to
system and experimenters, especially in the fields of
accessing the system. Key features include wide availability,
low cost, ease of reprogramming with built-in EEPROM with
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the system. The PIC microcontrollers often appear under the
brand name under microcontroller function.

transmitted using RF module. Depending on the input the
vehicle is ignited. Each Transmitter carries its own
frequency. The Radio Frequency Receiver receives the Zone
Code transmitted by the Transmitter.

Fig -5: Microcontroller
Every PIC microcontroller has a set of system that also
functions as RAM (random access memory) that easy to
access the memory. Special purpose control registers for onchip hardware resources are also mapped into the data space
into the subsystem. All these two sensors and push buttons
that would be connect with the microcontroller and finally
send the send the signal to the transmitter. When these three
sensors will activate then the microcontroller would process
the signal and send to the transmitter.

2.6 Architecture Diagram for Helmet

Fig -7: Sensors connected with microcontroller
We have developed a secure helmet system with IR sensor,
Alcohol sensor, and Vibration sensor. IR sensor is used to
detect whether the driver wears the helmet or not. Alcohol
sensor is used to detect whether the driver has consumed
alcohol or not. Vibration sensor is used to detect accident
automatically. Finally the inputs from the sensors are
obtained by PIC microcontroller and transmitted using RF
module. Depending on the input the vehicle is ignited. Each
Transmitter carries its own frequency. The Radio Frequency
Receiver receives the Zone Code from the transmitted and
send signal to receiver. According to the frequency of
transmitter the input is low. The output is fed to Buffer. This
unit provides unit gain amplification to the received Zone
Code signal and drives the relay for further feeding. The
helmet has in built sensor like alcohol sensor, touch sensor,
IR sensor and etc. These are used to send the information
that all are ok and the start signal is transmitted to receiver
which is located at bike. After receiving the start signal then
only the bike starts else it will wait for the signal. The RF
transmitter and receiver is used here to communicate
between helmet and bike. Our system will set everything
first then check the requirement to start the bike. A vibration
sensor is placed in bike which is detects the accident to make
an alert to rider.

2.7 Architecture Diagram for Bike
Fig -6: Architecture diagram for helmet
The helmet was a normal driving helmet that had been
instilled with two push buttons to sense if the driver wear a
helmet or not. In this project we have developed a secure
helmet system with IR sensor, Alcohol sensor, Vibration
sensor. IR sensor is used to detect whether the driver wears
the helmet or not. Alcohol sensor is used to detect whether
the driver has consumed alcohol or not. Vibration sensor is
used to detect accident automatically. Finally the input from
the sensors is obtained by PIC microcontroller and
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Initialize the helmet system. All sensors module wait till
the detection occurred once it detected. Once detected it will
send a signal to controller then it’s transmit all ok signal
Receiver will receive the signal and then starts the bike or
else wait for signal. While moving it will check the vibration
sensor weather accident detect or not then update it through
SMS.
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2.9 Vibration Sensor
Vibration sensor is used to detect accident automatically.
Finally the inputs from the sensors are obtained by PIC
microcontroller and transmitted using RF module.
Depending on the input the vehicle is ignited. Each
Transmitter carries its own frequency. The Radio Frequency
Receiver receives the Zone Code from the transmitted and
send signal to receiver. According to the frequency of
transmitter the input is low.

Fig -8: Architecture diagram for bike

2.8 RF Transmitter/Receiver
The RF module, as the name considers the operation at
Radio Frequency Signal. The corresponding frequency range
varies from between 30 kHz & 300 GHz. In this RF system,
the digital data is represented as variation in the amplitude
of carrier wave the data has been transmitted. This kind of
modulation is known as Amplitude Shift Keying (ASK).

RF RX RECECIVES
THE SIGNAL FROM
THE RF TX

Fig -10: Vibration sensor
The output is fed to Buffer. This unit provides unit gain
amplification to the received Zone Code signal and drives the
relay for further feeding. The helmet has in built sensor like
alcohol sensor, touch sensor, IR sensor and etc. These are
used to send the information that all are ok and the start
signal is transmitted to receiver which is located at bike.
After receiving the start signal then only the bike starts else
it will wait for the signal. The RF transmitter and receiver
are used here to communicate between helmet and bike.

BIKE ARE READY
TO START

SAFELY RIDING
THE BIKE

Fig -9: RF Transmitter/Receiver
Transmission through the RF is better than IR because of
many reasons to transfer the signal. Firstly, signals through
RF can travel along with the transmitter and receiver. Also,
while IR mostly operates in line-of-sight mode, RF signals
can travel even there is an obstruction between transmitter
& receiver. Next, RF transmission is more strong and reliable
than IR transmission. RF communication uses a specific
frequency unlike IR signals which are affected by other IR
emitting sources.
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Fig -11: Vibration sensor and Accelerometer sensor
with microcontroller.

CONCLUSION
At the end of the project, the system should makes it
mandatory for the user to wear a helmet before riding a two
wheeler , if any accident occurs the sensors will detect the
accident and send the alert messages to family members. By
seeing those many benefits for this project and save the
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human's life and other factor we came to the conclusion that
it is the best way to reduce the accident and number of head
injury happening in road. This is a very innovative idea. That
should be developed further for improvements.
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